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Clockwise from
left: Guests browse
the ‘Stella Chapel’
by Frank Stella; one
of Bernar Venet’s
‘Effondrement’ series
in the warehouseturned-gallery;
Venet stands beside
one of his colossal
works; ‘Elliptic,
Ecliptic’ by James
Turrell changes
colour with the
sunset; a wide
river bisects the
foundation’s estate

D A N C E H A L L S / I T A LY

IN FULL
SWING
A new generation of Italians is
discovering the joys of twisting
the night away in Milan’s dance
halls – and the older waltzers are
getting a spring in their step from
teaching them.
writer Laura Rysman photographer Luigi Fiano

As the band starts up on a warm night in the eastern outskirts of Milan, couples – young, old and in
between – flood the outdoor dancefloor, whirling
with well-practised manoeuvres to the retro music.
It’s Tuesday night at the Balera dell’Ortica, a dance
hall that’s one of just a handful remaining in the city.
On nights like this, a new generation is lured in to
join the senior citizens who traditionally populate
such ballrooms, known in Italy as balere. Trying to
catch up with the experienced dancers of boogiewoogie, Lindy hop and polka, these fresh-faced Milanese
are embracing the charm, grace and old-school kitsch
of couples’ dancing. The Balera dell’Ortica is a vision

V E N E T F O U N DAT I O N / F R A N C E

State of the art

French conceptual artist Bernar Venet’s works
and extensive private collection are accessible
to all every summer in the beautiful setting of
Le Muy in Provence. We visit the Côte d’Azur’s
prime foundation.
writer Melkon Charchoglyan photographer James Reeve
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Marina. “Otherwise who’s going to carry on the Italian
way of dancing?” Some of Balera dell’Ortica’s nights
offer dance lessons before the main event, when the twins
seat up to 600 people for dinner. Among the crowds are
birthday groups and, not infrequently, wedding parties
that end up uniting guests with strangers at communal
tables. “Everyone is together at the Balera,” says Marina.
“And then they all want to do a conga line.”
Tonight the band is led by a fuchsia-haired siren and
the musicians have strapped stuffed animals to their
instruments. Uberta Zambeletti, owner of the eccentric
Wait&See fashion boutique in Milan, has filled several
long tables with nearly 100 friends, most of whom are
from the city’s fashion scene – the stylish set occasionally
gets up to shimmy among the couples in jeans and chinos.
On the dancefloor a graceful grandmother spins around
with a younger dancer diligently trying to keep up. The
older pairs execute their steps with a capable, carefree
precision – even those for whom walking is becoming difficult. The music picks up and finally the much-awaited
conga line forms: a single-file, hands-to-shoulders parade
snakes between the dancing couples.
“It’s beautiful to have all these young people here,”
says one grey-haired dancer and boogie-woogie instructor. “It fortifies the egos of the rest of us because we have
something to teach them.” A young art director also
expresses his appreciation for the mixed company. “I
don’t know how to dance,” he says. “But after a couple of
drinks, with all the older people that know how to dance
around you, you feel like you can do it too.”
labaleradellortica.com

The south of France is studded with private art foundations that speak of a desire to own and show art in a
personable manner; a far cry from regimented museum
shows. The Venet Foundation in Le Muy, a village in
Provence, is one such endeavour – and with its picturesque cascading river, umbrella-pine grove and impressive collection, this bucolic spot may well have a claim to
being Côte d’Azur’s best.
Initially, French artist Bernar Venet bought the space
in 1989 to store his own monumental sculptures but in
the past 30 years the foundation has blossomed into a
cultural destination in its own right. It spans a sculpture park, two galleries and an 18th-century watermill
(where Venet lives) that have been open to the public
every summer since 2014. Exhibited here are not only
Venet’s own creations but his private collection too,
which includes unique works by the likes of Frank
Stella and Sol LeWitt; many were made personally for
the Frenchman.
The foundation is a subjective foray into art. Punters
here aren’t visiting a museum; they’re visiting Bernar
Venet’s museum. “It’s really his idea of how the works
should be presented,” says the foundation’s director
Alexandre Devals, a young man with deep-set intelligent
eyes. “You have his work and you have his collection,
which is also a story of his exchanges with the artists; it’s
almost a biography.”
Venet, who spent many of his formative years in
New York, was in part inspired by his friend and fellow
artist Donald Judd. Unhappy with how museums treat
and display art, Judd established a private exhibition
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The weird and
wonderful world of
Spain’s tabloid press
by Liam Aldous

Clockwise from
top: A conga line
brings the whole
dancefloor together;
getting into the
groove; spritzes keep
the crowds dancing;
an accordion and
other vintage finds;
this couple is ready
to boogie

During peak sun-sprawling season,
Spanish beaches host plenty of
meta-escapism as holidaymakers dip
into the terrific, sometimes tawdry
but oh-so-tanned world of Spain’s
tabloid press. The glossy pages of
the prensa de corazon reel in readers in the millions. Pioneers since
1944, ¡Hola! remains the benchmark
publication. Run by the founding
family, it has grown its national
audience to more than 2 million
with separate editions in the UK
and US. Less refined Pronto, with

space in Marfa, Texas. Over time the idea resonated
with the French sculptor. “Artists are such that they feel
they don’t have any responsibility – and normally they
don’t,” he says. “But you’re only an artist if you change
the nature of culture. And you can’t do that without
showing [artworks].”
With this in mind, over the past three years Venet has
been staging annual exhibitions by artists he respects.
Back in July, he and his team invited friends, family,
colleagues and local residents to celebrate a new
installation by Claude Viallat. The Nîmes-born artist
paints old military tarpaulins in brilliant colour-blocked
patterns; when strung up together in the gallery, they
resemble a Moroccan rug shop.
To steer clear of accusations of elitism, Venet and
Devals have made a concerted effort to make events as
inclusive as possible. The crowd at Viallat’s launch attests
to their success: attendees range from the former culture
minister of Nice (who challenges Devals to a game of
backgammon) to a local taxi driver and his children. With
an Aperol Spritz in hand, the guests explore the space
freely (the foundation usually charges a modest fee for
a tour). In a field opposite the watermill, a mother and
daughter are picnicking in the shadow of one of Venet’s
largest pieces: the “Versailles Effondrement”, a series of
steel girders that were first installed on the grounds of
Versailles in 2011.
Further into the estate, Venet’s sculptures mix with
those by other artists. There is “Something Green” by
US sculptor Larry Bell: a series of translucent green
cubes that refract the afternoon light. Nearby is “Elliptic,

more than 3 million readers, is the
bestseller. Then there’s Cuore, with
its penchant for pap-shots, low-blow
headlines and gasp-inducing comicbook-styled speech bubbles added to
photos for increased effect.
The faces splashed across the pages
are what keep this industry’s voyeuristic carousel in motion. Spaniards
will spend this summer catching up
on their favourite delinquent diva,
Isabel Pantoja, as she attempts a
comeback – a journey that has seen
her sing before stadium crowds,
spend time behind bars for tax fraud
and recently banished to a remote
island for Supervivientes (Spain’s version of reality-TV show Survivor).
Readers beyond the Hispanosphere might struggle to tap into
the insalubrious scandals but flick
through enough pages and the offspring of Spanish glitterati and those
Latino heartthrobs will soon feel
familiar. Not every page is pathosheavy. This, after all, is a meat market
that thrives on the baring of tanned
and toned skin. Something that
fuels sales at the quiosco and endless
light-hearted banter on the beach.

“Sometimes
it’s easier for
me to reach
a museum
director
of a big
institution
in New York
than one I
know well
in Paris. It’s
a different
culture”

Ecliptic”, one of two installations here by James Turrell.
One of the most treasured pieces is the “Stella Chapel”,
a small church built in 2014 by Frank Stella – the artist’s
only architectural artwork in the world.
Naturally some of these installations are immovable
due to their size and fragility but the Venet Foundation
prides itself on loaning art to encourage a system of open
exchange and greater exposure for artists. Works travel
everywhere across France from Lyon to the Louvre. This
practice is in opposition to the country’s often bureaucratic and inward-looking artistic bodies. “Sometimes it’s
easier for me to reach a museum director of a big institution in New York than one I know well in Paris,” says
Devals. “It’s a different culture.”
Though Venet is now 78, he is still active as an artist:
this year he designed a series of undulating steel lines,
called “Continuous Curves”, that are exhibited at the
gallery. He also works tirelessly to grow the foundation. As Devals puts it, “Bernar is a constant gardener.”
That’s true both literally (Venet loves planting new trees
around the estate) and figuratively: the artist has already
planned a long-running exhibition programme, that by
Devals’ estimates is enough to last 25 years. “I’m just
trying to make an investigation,” says Venet with childlike
modesty. “What can I create that is interesting, radical
and different?”
A 45-minute drive from Nice Airport, the Venet Foundation is
open on Thursday afternoons and Fridays until 13 September.
Booking in advance is mandatory.Visit venetfoundation.org
for more information.
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of summers as they were decades ago; long tinsel twinkles from the ceiling; an old bowls court is illuminated
by Christmas lights; strings of rosy bulbs glow over the
terrazzo dancefloor; and rows of communal tables are
covered in green gingham plastic tablecloths.
“If we had ever made the mistake of renovating the
Balera, we probably wouldn’t be here anymore,” says
Veronica Di Furia, one of the twin sisters who took over
the dance hall in 2012. A former railway workers’ recreational club originally founded in 1896, Balera dell’Ortica
had been closed for 15 years when the sisters came on
board. Veronica and Marina Di Furia both danced competitively growing up under the guidance of their parents
(ballroom instructors who first met on the dancefloor).
Their mother and father set a good example in more
ways than one: it was their idea to manage Sala Venezia,
another of Milan’s historical balere, 20 years ago and
rekindle the ballroom tradition with evenings dedicated
to swing and more.
Veronica was working in Australia as a makeup artist
and Marina was an art director in Vienna for advertising
agency Saatchi & Saatchi when their father suggested that
they return to Milan to reopen the Balera dell’Ortica.
“Growing up in a balera is like living
in a fairytale when you’re a child,”
says Marina. “You’re dazzled by the
music, the orchestra, the lights and
all the people.”
“We have different characters,”
“We need to pass on this
says Veronica. “I didn’t want anything to do with this world after I
tradition, otherwise who’s
abandoned professional dancing –
going to carry on the Italian
and I was scared to work with my
way of dancing?”
family. Now I’d say I’ll never leave.”
Around the time when Balera
dell’Ortica was taking its first steps,
Milan’s dance-hall culture suddenly
became hip. The reason? “Maurizio
Cattelan,” the twins say in unison.
After stumbling upon Sala Venezia,
an equally nostalgic location that’s all disco balls and
fairy lights, irreverent Milanese artist Cattelan made it
the home of his popular parties. Sala Venezia’s weekly
Sunday-night festivities – with dinner, dancing and a live
orchestra – have been drawing people from Milan’s fashion and design scenes ever since.
The interest soon spilled over to Balera dell’Ortica: the Di Furia sisters added a vintage market to
their Lindy-hop night and a semi-regular market that
includes young designers and artists among the booths.
They invited friends. They kept the Balera’s prices cheap
(dinner and wine will set you back no more than €25).
In doing so, they transformed this out-of-the-way Milan
venue into a success. “Our most significant impact has
been to attract more and more young people, without
ever losing our older crowd,” says Veronica.
Dance halls similar to this once filled Italy but
without an injection of enthusiasm from the country’s
young people, many are dying out. In Milan, though, the
taste for couples’ dancing is spreading, with newly popular dance nights at venues such as Arci Bellezza adding
tango to the portfolio of steps to learn. “Our challenge
is exactly that: we need to pass on this tradition,” says
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Round-the-clock radio:
Head to monocle.com to check
out the schedule or find our
award-winning programmes –
covering news, foreign affairs,
business, culture, design,
urbanism, food and drink, print
media and more – wherever
you get your podcasts. There’s
also a playlist to accompany
you day and night.

